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Abstract: LBL (Long Basic Line) positioning is an important and high-precision method for underwater vehicle 
navigation. Due to its narrow work frequency-band, system would be easily affected by external factors and 
gave wrong results. A new Kalman filter model based on the feedback from travel time and position information 
was presented in this paper. By combining travel time with positioning in the Kalman filter, the navigation state 
of underwater vehicle was accurately estimated. Experimental results show that the influence of random high-
frequency measurement noise on positioning results was effectively solved and the navigation precision was 
improved. Copyright © 2014 IFSA Publishing, S. L. 
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1. Introduction 

 
In recent years, underwater vehicle technology 

has been developed rapidly with the strong demands 
by science and technology discoveries and military 
applications. It is becoming more and more highly 
intelligent and automated. High-precision positioning 
and navigation is an indispensable technology for 
underwater vehicle to complete its autonomous 
navigation. By the underwater environment 
conditions, radio navigation and satellite navigation 
technology can’t be used, therefore, in fact, 
underwater navigation combines INS (inertial 
navigation system), DVL (Doppler Velocity Log) 
and acoustic positioning technology. INS can output 
navigation data stably in short period, but its 
navigation accuracy will decrease with time. 
Acoustic navigation has high navigation accuracy 
and long-time stability that other navigation 
technology can’t be compared with, although the 
acoustic navigation system’s frequency band is 

narrow and it is susceptible to external factors [1]. 
According to above, acoustic navigation plays an 
important role in underwater navigation. 

LBL (Long Basic Line) positioning has the 
highest accuracy among all acoustic positioning 
methods. It can position and navigate the underwater 
vehicle in local waters. It is widely applied in 
underwater construction, laying of submarine cables, 
deep-sea exploration and so on. The target position is 
calculated with the distance information between the 
target and the seafloor beacons [2], which is 
measured by the LBL system. However, during the 
operation, LBL system may receive the signal which 
has been distorted, so that the positioning results may 
be wrong, or even the system can’t calculate the 
positioning result. It is necessary to process the 
distance and position data to improve the positioning 
accuracy and to manage the condition that the system 
is unable to position. This paper analyzes the 
disadvantages of LBL positioning, and presents a 
new Kalman filter algorithm based on the feedback 
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from travel time and position information. It 
effectively improves the LBL positioning 
performance. By testing, the feasibility of the method 
is verified. 

 
 

2. Conventional LBL Positioning 
Solution Method 
 

Among multitudinous LBL positioning models, 
sphere intersection and hyperboloid intersection are 
more commonly used. The former uses distance 
information, and it demands that underwater vehicle 
must have a precise synchronization with seafloor 
transponders. The latter uses the difference of 
distance information, and it can work in 
asynchronous mode. It only demands that the 
seafloor beacons have a precise synchronization with 
each other [3]. In this paper, the sphere intersection 
method is used to discuss and analyze the LBL 
positioning. 

Assuming the base array consisted of four 
beacons. The positions of the four beacons could be 
attained by calibration, and the coordinate of beacon 
was ),,( iii zyx . The underwater vehicle coordinate 

was ),,( zyx , and z could be attained by pressure 

sensor. The sound speed was c  in water, it  
was one-

way travel time between beacon i  and underwater 
vehicle, ir  was the distance between beacon i  and 

underwater vehicle. Fig. 1 shows the spherical 
positioning of the LBL. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The spherical positioning of the LBL. 
 
 

According to geometry relation, the relation was 
established as equation (1):  
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Through down times processing, equation (1) 
could be simplified as equation (2): 
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where 222
iiii zyxd  , 4,3,2,1i . According 

to the least squares algorithm, the underwater vehicle 
position coordinate could be worked out. 

Without considering the model error, the 
calculating accuracy depended on the ranging 
accuracy, and the target position was calculated when 
at least three distances were measured in the same 
period. What’s more, when there were only two 
distances measured, a set of mirror solution would be 
calculated by binary linear equation, and the real 
result could be picked out by the former target 
position information. 

In the underwater operation, because of the 
complex terrain and noise interference, the signal 
was easily interfered and the distance measured 
sometime was wrong and lost. The stability of the 
data was more important than the precision for 
underwater vehicle, so how to improve the stability 
of LBL positioning system and suppress the 
positioning jitter caused by high frequency noise was 
the most important issue for acoustic positioning 
technology research. 

 
 

3. Kalman Filter Model 
 
The model accuracy depended on the effect of 

Kalman filter. However, in fact, the movement status 
was difficult to describe accurately, so an 
approximate model was used in application. As most 
underwater vehicles’ velocity was low, CA model 
was more close to the actual situation [4].  

The estimation of the state variables of a vehicle 
were position, velocity and acceleration. System state 
could be expressed as equation (3):  

 

/ 1 1 1 1k k k k k k    X Φ X Γ W , (3) 

 
where ][ kkkk xxxX  , kx , kx , kx   are the 

position, velocity and acceleration. One step 
transition matrix 1/ kkΦ  and the system noise array 

1kΓ  were shown in equation (4): 
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where t  is the measurement interval time, 
1kW  is 

the acceleration noise array. The measurement 
process was expressed as equation (5): 

 

k k k k Z H X V , (5) 
 

where 
kk zZ , kz  is the measurement value of 

target. The measurement array is ]001[kH ; 
kV  

is the measurement noise array. The filtering process 
was shown in detail in Fig. 2. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The filtering process. 
 
 
The process included two parts. The first one was 

time update, it predicted the thk  state estimate 

according to the former state. The second one was 
measurement update, it updated the state estimate. 
The filtering process was as following: 

a) Set original value 
0X̂  and 

0P , start to filter; 

b) Predicted state estimate; 
c) Predicted estimate covariance; 
d) gained optimal Kalman gain; 
e) Updated estimate covariance;  
f) Updated state estimate. 
And the filtering process could also be expressed 

as equation (6)-(10). 
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4. Kalman Filter with Travel Time  
and Position Information Feedback 
 
To solve the disadvantages existing in LBL 

positioning system, it was necessary to process the 
data of travel time and position, though Kalman filter 
which could effectively suppress the influence of the 
system’s random noise and enhance the positioning 
accuracy. As the ranging error caused by detection 
error (especially, the error was several milliseconds 
to tens of milliseconds), the common Kalman filter 
could not identify the authenticity of the input data, 
so that it can’t solve positioning jitter problem. For 
this purpose, based on the two stages Kalman filter 
[5] with travel time and position information method, 
travel time and position feedback method was 
discussed to update the status after the single Kalman 
filter, and enhance the authenticity of data 
recognition ability.  

The travel time was the original measurement 
value, but there were some phenomenon existing:  

a) Low-level travel time estimation error. Several 
travel times were estimated wrong because of the 
multipath channel or noise, the error was several 
milliseconds to tens of milliseconds. 

b) High-level travel time estimation error. The 
travel time estimation was interfered by other signals.  

c) Invalid detection. The system could not detect 
the signal when the signal was seriously distorted  
or sheltered. 

d) The above phenomenon might appear once a 
time, or in some area, consecutively.  

Some formula should be established to solve the 
problem mentioned above. The whole process of 
positioning is shown in Fig. 3. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The configuration of Kalman filter with travel time 
and position feedback. 

 
 
a) The original travel time should be processed by 

Kalman filter. The invalid measurement and the 
measurement with high error were eliminated by a 
high threshold. Assuming the threshold was T1,  
and the predicted state estimate was modified as 
equation (11). 
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where kT  is the thk  travel time estimation, 1/ kkT  is 

the thk  travel time prediction, kK  is the gain, kZ  

was the travel time measurement. 
b) Sorted the four travel times between the four 

beacons and the target according to the error of 
measurement and prediction. At the time, the output 
travel time might consist of low-level error. 
Calculated the positioning results through the 
different combination of the travel times according to 
the precision level. Evaluated the results, and 
eliminated the travel times which had low-level error. 
Then, calculated the target position using the travel 
times with higher precision, and considered the 
calculated result as the input of position filtering. 

c) Processed the position data by Kalman filter to 
enhance the positioning accuracy. The positioning 
result was outputted to the underwater vehicle 
control unit as the navigation information. At the 
same time, it was used to update the travel time 
filtering state as feedback information. 

d) Calculated the four travel times according to 
the position information. The positioning result was 
worked out by the least squares algorithm, so the 
travel time through inverse calculation had little 
difference with the travel time measured. It would 
reduce the accuracy of the Kalman filter, or even lead 
to the filtering divergence, if the inverse calculated 
result was directly used as the travel time measured. 
Therefore, to modify the travel time was necessary. 
Reduced the difference between the travel time 
calculated and travel time measured according to the 
dichotomy algorithm. Calculated the target position 
coordinate until the error was lower than  
threshold T2. 

e) Considered the final travel time calculated as 
the Kalman filtering input zk to update the travel time 
filtering output, the expression was show as equation 
(12): 

 

)( 1/
'

1/   kkkkkkkk ZHTKTT  (12) 

 
The positioning precision was effectively 

enhanced, and the filtering divergence was 
suppressed, through consecutive mutual correction 
and adjustment of the travel time and position. 

 
 

4. Experiment and Discussion 
 
Experimentation was carried out in Qiandao 

Lake, on January, 2013. The lake was 50 m deep, so 
the multipath channel was complex. Four beacons 
were moored underwater, and the distance between 
each other was approximately 400 m. The 
underwater vehicle carrying the LBL positioning 
system navigated itself under water. 

The four travel time measurement curves from 
the first beacon to the forth beacon were shown in 
Fig. 4-Fig. 7.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Travel time curves of the 1st beacon. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Travel time curves of the 2nd beacon. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Travel time curves of the 3rd beacon. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Travel time curves of the 4th beacon. 
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The satellite points were the original travel time 
measured, which contained many invalid values and 
wrong values. The continuous line was estimated 
curve through the Kalman filter with travel time and 
position feedback, and the wrong measurement was 
effectively corrected. It distinctly showed that the 
Kalman filtering algorithm not only eliminated the 
interference of measurement noise, but also 
compensated the invalid measurement values.  
Table 1 showed the result of invalid and wrong travel 
time measure. The inefficiencies of travel time 
measure were 27.14 %, 11.43 %, 10.71 % and 
18.57 % from vehicle to the four beacons. Fig. 8 
gave the target traces, the satellite points were 
original trace, the continuous line was the trace after 
Kalman filtering, and it had high precision and 
stability. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Target trace. 
 
 

5. Conclusions 
 
A new Kalman filtering algorithm with travel 

time and position feedback based on the analysis of 
the disadvantages of LBL positioning system was 
presented in this paper. The algorithm and process 
were discussed in detail and experimentation had 

been carried out. The result showed that the new 
Kalman filtering algorithm improved the precision 
stability and smoothness of LBL positioning system. 
Without extra information, system had  
strong independence and high practical value in 
engineering application. 
 
 

Table 1. Number of invalid and wrong measure. 
 

Bea 
No. 

Invalid 
measure 

(time) 

Wrong 
measure 

(time) 

Total 
measure 

(time) 

Inefficiency 
(%) 

1 24 14 140 27.14 

2 14 2 140 11.43 

3 12 3 140 10.71 

4 18 8 140 18.57 
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